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To provide efficient monitoring and control of electrochemical dissolution process, a PC based controller
was developed at EEl division, CECRI. Details of hardware and software package of the controller are
discussed in the paper.
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INTRODUCTION

compared with liquid - liquid extraction. The pre 'ence of
dissolved oxygen as well as the passivity of metal surface
due to the formation of insoluble oxide in case of metals like
aluminum are some of L11l,; hindrances in sulid cementation
process though the potential difference between dl~ two
metals is great.

Amalgam metallurgy, which is based on the affinity of
metals with mercury. is a useful technique for the extraction
of metals from lean and impure solutions. The ability to
separate closely related metals is a noteworthy feature.
lvletals. which either dissol ve in mercury forming a true To provide on-line monitoring and control of an
solution or form a suspension of metallic particles in . electrochemical dissolution process, a PC based potential
mercury, can be separated from those, which do not get level controJJer was de\!elop d. The electrochemical
reduced at mercury cathode. Amalgam metallurgical process dissolution process is employed to separate out noble metal
docs not require stringent control of pH of the electrolyte constituents present 10 an amalgam obtained by
that may be necessary in electrowinning practice. Since, amalgamation, which is a common metalluroical process.
room temperature and aqueous solutions are involved The potential level controller is useful to control any
amalgam metallurgy fonns part of electrohydrometallurgy.
amalgam dissolution process by fixing the desired potential
Metals dissolve in mercury according to the individual to an accuracy of +/- 1m . In the electrochemical dissolution
affinity towards the latter. Metal closer to merCl:,\' in the process employed to separate metal constituents present in
periodic table both horizontally and vertically have in general the amalgam, when there is no control over the (;!t;ctrolytic
greater affinity towards mercury, though some exceptions are process incorporated, it encounL<;I, a problem of mercury
found. In solid phase cementation. the process is effective getting dissolved in to- the electrolyte and :dorming the
only when the potential difference between the [,wo metals amalgam with the separated metal constitul'CJl. The
is sufficiently great. Then the metal cemented out virtually instrument is reliable and fast enough to resist the attack of
disappears from the solution. This is also true in case of mercury by suitably providillg control over the dc power
amalgam cementation. The standard electrode potential of a supply unit, which delivers electrical energy to tlF:
particular amalgam differs from the standard electrode electrolytic process. With its high spu;d data acquisii;l\'l
potential of the metal by about 1000 mY in case of alkali add-on card to monitor continuously the electrochenliel
metal amalgam type and by about 50 mY in case of cadmium potential of the dissol ution proces~; incorporated in the
hardware package wren the entire quantity of this constituenl
amalgam.
has been di~:::v"'ed it is essential to switch off at the
The main difference between the solid metal cememtation
characteristic potential.
and amalgam cementation is that the cemented out metal
does not form a separate solid phase but dissolves in PC based data acquisition is carried out on the thre electrode
mercury. Because of this, cementation with amalgam can be electrochemical dissolution process to enable on-line
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Fig. I: Schematic diagram for electrochemical potential level controler.

amalgam. With its high speed 12 bit data acquisition card,

monitoring of electrochemical potential. The control system
with its DAC channel set to drive the de power supply unit

the instrument is capable of measuring the electrochemical

through high power MOS" T. The personal computer

cell potential with +2 mV accuracy. The LPF and voltage

software

follower in the signal conditioner section of the Interface unit

package, provides eff ctive monitoring and control over the

enables the instrument to measure electrnchemical cell

electrolytic dissolution process. The different potential levels

potential free supply mains frequency influence and other
industrial noise.

controlled

instrument

with

its

hardware and

of different dissolution processes can be monitored and
controlled indepcnd ntly and simultaneously using multi

The DAC channel with 12 bit resolution can be able to

channel process control system. The instrument is reliable

provide control voltage ranging from 0 to IOV. The DAC

and fast enough to resist the attack of mercury which occurs,

output connected to high power MOSFET which functions

when the electrochemical potential of the dissolution process

as the final control element is programmed to output either

reduces to a region in the vicinity of zero potential.

OV to +5V for switching OFF the MOSFET gate voltage or

The Instrument is capable of continuously monitoring the

switching ON the gate

amalgam dissolution process and stopping the flow of dc
current at the point of complete dissolution of the constituent

continuously monitors the dissolution process potential and

metal. Its response is fast as compared with manual operation
and hence mercury attack is prevented. It needs no foreign

turn enables a control over the dc supply unit which

component and is useful for a wide - range of CUITent
requirements.

voltage respectively. The PC

provides control to the Gate input of the MOSFET which in
electrolyses the electrochemical dissolution process.

Software description
The algorithm for complete details about the software design
has been explained as per the flow diagram shown in Fig. I.

EXPRERIMENTAL

The c ntrol logic has been explained in the flow diagram

Hardware description
The Block diagram shown in Fig. I explains the hardware
used to consturct the PC based instrument which provides
the control over the acquired potential or the electrochemical
cell. The PC based instrument consists of blocks such as
IBM PC / AT, Add on card, voltage follower or buffer, low
pass filter and control element.

shown in Fig.2. The characteristic dissolution potential of
the electrochemical cell is applied to the Add-On card
through a signal conditioner.
Here we set the higher voltage as the threshold level I (Vth 1)
and lower voltage as the threshold leve12 (Vth2). Initially
the rectifier status flag is reset. The system must switched
ON when the acquired voltage (Vae) is greater than Vth I

The PC based instrument together with its elegant hardware

and the rectifier status flag is reset. The system must

and

switched OFF when Vac is less than Vth2 and th

software

package,

enables

the

electrochemical

dissolution process to obtain noble metal constituent from an

rectifier

status flag is set. These are the two invariable conditions.
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overcomes

all

those

limitations

explained

before.

by

providing control over the electrochemical potential of the
process.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To evaluate the performance of the developed in trU!T1ent, it
was applied to extract different m tal con tituent from thcir
respective amalgams, uch as sodium, zinc and iron. A weak
alkali solution. (Na OR) of 0.01 moles forms the elcctrolyte
of the cell. Nickel acts as cathode. Sodium Gallate

mal gam

having 0.5% of Sodium and 0.4% of Gallium acts as anode.
Mercurous mercuric oxide is taken as
CompuW control
e1gNlIIeveI thru'
control logic and
IIPPIY It to ftnal
control element

I'

fer nee electrode.

Experiments with various amalgams like Iron amalgam, Zinc
amalgam were carried out with th

instrument for extracting

Gallium from the amalgams. The initial concentration of
amalgam is noted before the dissolution process and initial

DlIpIay 8llUlred

anode potential of amalgam Vs Rg / HgO reference electrode

elec:tr~1cal

pot8ntlaland

are noted down. The other param tel's like S t potential

OHIOFFntus
of elec:toIytIc

levels, Impressed cUlTent density, duration of eletcrolysis arc

PfOCeSS

also noted during the dissolution process. These ohserved
values arc lecorded as below for different amalgams.
Fig. 2. Electrochemical potential level control

EXAMPLES:

When the system is in the OFF stat and the electrochemical

CASE 1.

potential value I is higher than the Vth I the control system
will switch ON the final control element and reset the

With Sodium amalgam:

rectifier status flag. If the electrochemical potential changes

Initial concentration of the amalgam

in the forward path, the system will retain the state of the

Initial anode potential of amalgam

0.08%

final control element. If the control system senses the

Vs Hg / HgO reference electrode

electrochemical potential to be controlled falls below the

• -l.92V

Impressed current density

• 400Alm

IOlVer limit, the final control elem nt is switched OFF and

Value of the Set potential in the controller

the rectifier status flag is set. If the electrochemical potential

Duration of El 'ctrolysis

-OIV

changes in the reverse path, the system will retain the state

.20 min
Final concentration of sodium in the amalgam · :-il

of the final control element.

Attack of mercury

A' the control system is designed to prevent the passage of

2

• Nil

CASE 2.

rectified current on reaching Vth2 and is ret ined in the
reverse path, jittering effect on the lIlal control element is
prevented. This results in the extraction of high quality
Gallium, otherwise even when the system is switched

0 F

on reaching Vth2 and is not retained in the reverse path,
jittering of final element occurs. This may lead to the
dissolution of mercury in the electrolyte which is hazardous.

With Zinc amalgam:
Initial concentration of the amalgam

· 01%

Initial anode potential of amalgam Vs
Saturated calomel electrode
Impres ed current

den~ity

Value of Set potential in the controller

• -1.3V
2
• 400Alm

So if there is no control over the electrochemical potential

Duration of Electrolysis

• -0.2V
10min

of the process, the limitations envisaged are contamination,

Final concentration of Zinc in amalgam

• Nil

jittering and dissolution of mercury. Our developed system

Attack of mercury

• Nil
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*

CASE 3

temperature, pressure flow etc. can be monitored and

With lJ'on amalgam:
Initial concentration of the amalgam
Initial anode potential of amalgam Vs
Saturated calomel electrode
Impressed current density
Value of the Set potential
Duration of Electrolysis
Final concentration of Iron in the amalgam
Attack of mercury

With the use of other transducers, various parameters like
controlled.

0.09%

*

cOOlrol of array of electrochemical cells.

: 0.19Y
100A 1m
: -0.12Y

It can also facilitate on-line multi-channel monitoring

2

: 52 Min
: Nil
: Nil

*

The instrument is applicable wherever hysteresis control
is required.

*

As it is a PC based control system, through suitable
hardware

package

incorporated,

it

can

provide

data-logging and remote monitoring of the system
parameters.

CONCLUSIONS
Acknowledgement: The authors wish to express their sincere thanks

The following are the conclusions:

*

From the experimental results obtained, the on-line
rocential level controller performs well within its
operating specifications.

"

Fluctuations found in the electrochemical cell did not
cause any disturbance over the normal instrumental
operation as it could not influence the final control
clement.
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The instrument can have extended features such as
carability for simultaneous and independent monitoring
and controlling of multi-channel electrochemical
systems.
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